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Company: Nova Medical Center

Location: al ain

Category: other-general

OBJECTIVETo seek a well experienced Health-care manager that will be responsible in

ensuring the effective running of our healthcare facility.MAIN RESPONSIBILITIESHe

must manage the health care facility and responsible for ensuring that every business aspect

and activity related to a facility is running efficiently and effectively.He ensures that doctors,

physicians, nurses, technicians and nursing assistants deliver consistent and quality health

care.REPORTING TO: CEOSUBORDINATES: Healthcare Staff and Admin StaffNUMBER

REQUIRED : 1PROBATION: 6 monthsWORKING HOUR: 48 hours per weekOTHER

BENEFITS: will be discussed upon interview.QUALIFICATIONS• Medical background: MD,

Dentist, Specialist• Masters Degree in Healthcare management or equivalent• Minimum of 5

years clinical practice and management experience• Preferably Arab Nationality• Bilingual:

English and ArabicSKILLS:•Proven ability to solve critical problems.•Good communication

and interpersonal skills.•Strong organization skills.•Ability to lead management team.•Staff

development and training knowledgeAPPLICATIONS:A detailed CV is required. Interview in

person will be scheduled as per availability of both parties. If interested, kindly send your CV

to jobs.About The Company Nova Medical Center is located at Al Ain, the eastern region of

Abu Dhabi, also known as the “Garden City of the Gulf” and second largest city in the

Emirate of Abu Dhabi.As a medical institution, Nova Medical center is committed to

providing the highest quality care for medical and dental and strives to improve the health of

the communities it serves. We offer a range of services and information as well as advice and

treatment for a range of health, skin and dental problems. Our Patients receive treatment from

primary-care physicians, nurses, specialists and health-care professionals whose sense of
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compassion is as highly regarded as their expertise.Our Patient… Our PartnersOur main goal is

to provide and deliver to you a quality care and best service, with focus on your safety and by

meeting and exceeding your expectations. To accomplish this goal, we consider you, our

patients, as our partner.
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